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Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing,
handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the
"Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling
and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,
miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in
every city or roadway. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Service may
vary by vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of Use apply. Cargo and load
capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always properly secure cargo and cargo area.
Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up and loaded properly
and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and
follow all instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on base
curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. The
only way to be certain of your vehicle's exact curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without
passengers or cargo. See Owner's Manual for limitations. Extra-cost color. Be sure to obey
traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Installation
of a tow hitch receiver or other accessories located near the rear bumper or side-door kick
sensors may require disabling or removing the kick sensor, and the sensor operation setting in
your vehicle should be turned off. Water, weather, dirt, and other conditions also may cause the
sensor to not operate properly or to operate unintentionally. Do not overload your vehicle. See

Owner's Manual for weight limits and restrictions. When using the wireless charging system,
avoid placing metal objects between the wireless charger and the mobile device when charging
is active. Doing so may cause metal objects to become hot and could cause burns. When the
system is on, Automatic Electric Parking Brake is designed to automatically engage the Electric
Parking Brake under limited conditions. It may not hold the vehicle under all conditions and
does not function when the vehicle is in Reverse. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations
and details. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose
will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment
method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All
fees and programming subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all
services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be available in all
locations, or on all receivers. When engaged, the system will reduce power to help the brakes
bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver input can all
impact stopping distance. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road,
weather and traffic conditions. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay
attention to your surroundings and drive safely. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google
and its terms and privacy statement apply. To use Android Auto on your audio display, you'll
need an Android Auto compatible vehicle and Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone
connected with an approved data cable into the USB media port, and data plan rates apply.
Apps and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice.
Android, Android Auto and Waze are trademarks of Google. The Smart Key System may
interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these medical
devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system. The Wi-Fi
Connect trial begins at the time of activation and expires when 2GB of data is used or when the
3-month period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is required
to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Stolen vehicle police report required to use
Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the Toyota app. Registration required.
Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at any time without notice. Data
charges may apply. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and at
toyota. Destination Assist depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection,
navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control,
which can limit system ability functionality or availability. Use common sense when relying on
this information. Services subject to change at any time without notice. See Owner's Manual
and toyota. Phone performance depends on software, coverage and carrier. Emission
coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind
Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to
the function, detection and range of the monitor. This device is not a substitute for safe and
attentive driving practices. It is the driver's responsibility to maintain a lookout for pedestrians,
cyclists, other cars and objects, and to drive the vehicle in a safe and attentive manner to avoid
making contact. Date and mileage limitations refer to whichever occurs first from the date of
purchase. Warranty coverage is subject to other terms and conditions. Payload Capacity is the
calculation of GVWR minus curb weight and should be used for comparison purposes only. The
maximum amount of passenger and cargo weight your vehicle can carry is the Load Carrying
Capacity indicated on the label s on the driver's doorjamb. Vehicles with manual transmission
have regular DRCC. For additional assistance contact the Toyota Customer Experience Center
at Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice. The Toyota Remote
Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a
new vehicle. Paid subscription required after trial to access the service. The backup camera
does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle and you should also look
around the vehicle, using mirrors to confirm rearward clearance. Environmental conditions may
limit effectiveness and view may become obscured. Downhill Assist Control is designed to help
driver maintain vehicle control and speed on steep, downhill descents and is not a substitute
for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and
driver input can affect the DAC's ability to prevent loss of control. Effectiveness is dependent
on road, weather, vehicle and sign conditions. Use common sense when using RSA and do not
drive distracted. For Toyota hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and fuel cell and battery electric vehicles
beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original date of
first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of
your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details.
After the trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access the service.
The Wi-Fi Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the date of activation.
ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever

comes first. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary by model, model
year or trim. The Pre-Collision System PCS with Pedestrian Detection PD is designed to
determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed and damage in certain frontal
collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian. System effectiveness depends on many factors,
such as speed, size and position of pedestrian and weather, light and road conditions. Eligible
vehicle and wireless service required. Coverage and service not available everywhere. Valid in
the contiguous U. Do not drive distracted. Go to att. Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5
devices can be supported using in-vehicle connectivity. Apps and services subject to change at
any time without notice. Always look around outside the vehicle and use mirrors to confirm
clearance. Certain vehicle and environmental factors, including an object or vehicle's shape,
size and composition, may affect the system's effectiveness. Lane Departure Alert with Steering
Assist is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions. It provides a visual and
audible alert, and slight steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a
collision-avoidance system or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is
dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. Lane Tracing Assist
LTA is designed to read visible lane markers and detect other vehicles under certain conditions.
It is only operational when DRCC is engaged. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system
designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a
substitute for safe and attentive driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions,
weather and driver steering input can all affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a
loss of control. The Service Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original
date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective trial period expires, enrollment
in paid subscription is required to access the service. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds
above 25 mph. Factors such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit
effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually operate the high beams. Airbag systems are
Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and
in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating airbag,
always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as possible. Do not
put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat
in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to help minimize backward
rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors
including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect whether HAC will be
effective in preventing a loss of control. The engine immobilizer is a state-of-the-art anti-theft
system that is initiated when you insert your key into the ignition switch or bring a Smart Key
fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can help or go to The Dynamic
Navigation three year trial period begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new
vehicle. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of
Amazon. Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. See applicable app
for details. Data charges may apply for certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to
change at any time without notice. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire
pressure is critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be
checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. Use only if aware of
circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect
depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other
factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and availability.
Registration and Toyota app download required. The Bird's-Eye-View Camera does not provide
a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle. You should also look around outside
your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm surrounding clearance. Brake Assist is designed
to help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving practices.
Braking effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions.
EV Mode lets you operate solely on battery power at low speeds for short distances and in
limited circumstances, such as in a parking garage. Different conditions may prevent or limit
usage. See your Owner's Manual for limitations and details. Do not exceed V. Connected
Services depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data,
GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, all of which can limit system
functionality or availability, including access to response center and emergency support. See
toyota. Information provided is based on the last time data was collected from the vehicle and
may not be up to date. Service Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's
control, which can limit functionality or availability. Terms and conditions of subscription
service agreement apply. Requires adequate cellular coverage and GPS signal strength. May

not work in all areas. See Toyota Dealer for details and exclusions. When the system is on,
Brake Hold is designed to keep the brakes engaged after the driver brings the vehicle to a
complete stop. It may not hold the vehicle under certain conditions and does not function when
the vehicle is in Reverse. Brake Hold is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Do not
rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over your shoulder and use
your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection and range
of the system. Sway Warning is designed to provide a visual and audible alert if it detects a
pattern of vehicle movement that might indicate driver inattention or drowsiness. This was the
first compact crossover SUV; [1] it made its debut in Japan and Europe in , [2] and in North
America in , being launched in January Although not all RAV4 models are four-wheel drive,
RAV4 originally stood for "Recreational Activity Vehicle: 4-wheel drive", this has been changed
to "Robust Accurate Vehicle: 4-wheel drive", [4] because the aforementioned equipment is an
option in select countries. For the third generation model, Toyota offered both short- and
long-wheelbase versions of the RAV4. Short-wheelbase versions are sold in Japan and Europe;
long-wheelbase versions in Australia and North America. Design and development commenced
in under code-name T, with design approval and start of production development in the second
half of on the 3-door version and in for the 5-door version. In March , the 5-door was launched
and introduced to the US in January , with standard dual airbags. The XA10 series was available
in both three and five door versions. In the US, a 2. Both front-wheel drive and all-wheel drive
were available, and the RAV4 could be had with either a five-speed manual or four-speed
automatic transmission. It was named the Automobile of the Year by Automobile Magazine. The
model years had headlamps with a bracket push in type, dual filament bulb. The rear used
round socket type bulbs as well. In for the model year, the RAV4 was slightly restyled on the
front and rear fascias, and a soft top three-door was made available. In June , the two-door
hardtop was dropped from the American lineup, leaving the five-door and soft top models. The
models used a single filament headlamp, with two different beams per housing low and high
beam opposed to the original single beam with dual filaments. In Japan, the 2. Some models
were manufactured without a digital clock but a plastic cover instead. However the wiring for
the clock is still behind the dash, thus a clock can be installed in models sold without. Produced
from to for fleet lease, this "zero emission" model was only offered for public sale for seven
months in , in very small quantities in California. Like the previous model, the XA20 was
available in three- and five-door configurations and was constructed on a platform that shared
Carina and Corolla elements. Development began in , with a design freeze in the first half of
Some RAV4s came with anti-lock braking system , electronic stability control , air conditioning ,
a height-adjustable driver's seat, cruise control , a six-speaker CD stereo and power windows ,
mirrors and seats. A sport package added a mesh grille, bonnet scoop, color-keyed door
handles, a roof rack, silver sport pedals, heated mirrors, gray-painted bumpers and fender
flares, and sport fabric seats. Other options included alloy wheels, heated seats, a sunroof and
keyless entry. The main differentiation between the two models was in appearance. Edge
models came with unpainted grey bumpers and side cladding, mirrors, and door handles, and
featured steel rims. Cruiser models gained body-colored painted bumpers and moldings,
mirrors, and door handles, alloy wheels, and ABS brakes. All models came equipped with a
brand-new 2. Permanent all-wheel-drive was a feature. Options were ABS brakes on the Edge ,
and air conditioning on all models. In late , the model RAV4 was given a styling update,
improved equipment, and, in certain markets, a new engine. The RAV4's 2. Other countries got
mostly 5-door models with the 2. Automatic electric air conditioning also became available.
European models got a new catalytic converter because of the new European emission policy.
The new model also got an electric throttle. In Australia, for the facelift, the base Edge was
renamed CV, and gained standard air conditioning previously an option. The CV also received
painted bumpers, which came in either silver or body-colored shades, depending on the body
color. In addition, the model range was given a subtle facelift, consisting largely of a new front
bumper with circular fog lights and white turn signals instead of the older orange lights. In , a
new "CV Sport" model was added to the range in Australia, which included a non-functional
bonnet scoop, giving the RAV4 a more aggressive appearance. The CV Sport model was
short-lived, lasting only a year, and was introduced primarily to stimulate sales until the new
model arrived in early The second generation RAV4 had the highest proportion of female drivers
among all makes and models in the United States, with the possible exception of the
Volkswagen New Beetle , according to â€” registration and survey data. The Toyota RAV4 was
redesigned for the model year, using an all-new platform, and was first unveiled at the Frankfurt
Motor Show. The third generation RAV4 is offered in two versions: a short- or a long-wheelbase
model. Since , the extended-length RAV4 is also sold alongside its shorter counterpart in Japan
as the Toyota Vanguard , albeit with a revised front-end body work incorporating a revised

grille, bumper, bonnet and headlamps. As the RAV4 continued to grow, it became expensive to
own in Japan due to the exterior dimensions and engine displacement placing it in the upper tax
bracket as defined by Japanese government dimension regulations and annual road tax
obligations. It is also the first generation of RAV4 to be offered in regular for Asian and
European markets, dropping the spare wheel from the rear and extended for North American
and Australian markets versions. The RAV4 can still be had in either front-wheel-drive or
all-wheel-drive in North America and Japan; however most countries only sell the
all-wheel-drive version. In for the model year RAV4 was given a mid-cycle refresh in some
markets, featuring a number of changes, including an all-new four-cylinder engine, and a
redesigned front end and tweaked rear end. The Limited model gets a different front grille and
bumper cover from other models. The Sport model features a bigger spoiler and red badging
along with an option on the V6 model to have a rear door without the externally mounted spare
tire run-flat tires are used on this model. Much of the interior remains as before. In , it was also
the first time for the Canadian market to have a 2WD model sold in Canada. The Sport model
with over fenders is AWD only. It is sold in five- and seven-passenger versions and slots
between the regular RAV4 and Kluger. As it is often the case in Japan-only vehicles, the
Vanguard comes loaded with high-tech gadgets, including steering-assisted stability control,
keyless entry and satellite navigation. The Toyota Vanguard was facelifted in The V6 was
available from In Malaysia, the 2. The output for the 2. North American models include choices
of 2. Either four-cylinder engine came equipped with a four-speed automatic transmission. This
was already an outgoing generation but still sold pretty well and both came in 2WD only and
both models had, as standard equipment inch alloy wheels and a roof rack. The new generation
RAV4, which is the current model, had more features as standard equipment. Base and Limited
trims continue to be available, but on the Limited trim 4WD became an option and the Base
model now added inch steel wheels but the roof rack was still standard in both trims. For the
refresh of the roof rack in the Base model was eliminated as standard equipment and the Sport
trim was added to the line-up. Up to MY all RAV4s in Mexico had four-cylinder engines but for
the Sport model became available with the V6 engine, although the four-cylinder engine was still
available. The Limited trim was only available with the V6 engine and 4WD traction. For , the
RAV4 in Mexico has been simplified again to two trims but now the Limited trim was dropped
and consequently killed the 4WD option, while the Base and Sport trims remained unchanged
from The RAV4 in Mexico has experienced good acceptance since its introduction. Trim levels
were the 2. The 2. The RAV4 had different styling compared to the RAV4 in other counties where
there was a black strip that was placed in between the radiator and license plate like a
moustache. It also had chrome bars below the front and rear bumpers. The license plate was
also moved to the bottom bumper area to make way for the RAV4 logo and a rear foglamp. Front
and rear parking sensors are also standard. The RAV4 no longer used the V6 from the previous
generationâ€”all engine choices were inline four-cylinder engines. Also, unlike the dual
wheelbase strategy employed by the previous XA30 model, the XA40 was only sold in a single
wheelbase corresponding to the long wheelbase XA The full hybrid system combined a 2. RAV4
Hybrids were available in both front and all-wheel drive variants. The rear's electric motor
operates independently from the hybrid system front's electric motor, driving the rear wheels
alone. For the Japanese market, the previous generation in short-wheelbase length remained on
sale in Japan until instead of the newer, export only, XA The Harrier replaced the
long-wheelbase model in Japan, previously badged as the Vanguard. Engine choices included a
2. The UK model went on sale in Early European models included a choice of a 2. Taiwanese
models included a 2. Production in China commenced in August and was sold alongside the
XA30 model for a short time. Seven trim levels were available with prices ranging from , to ,
yuan 25, to 38, USD. Production in Russia started in August In , for the model year, Toyota
released a facelift for the XA40 series. The facelift included redesigned LED front and rear lamps
and updated speedometer dials with full color TFT multi information display. The RAV4
Adventure is a concept vehicle that accentuated the car's look to reinforce its off-road
capabilities. It included dark red body color, extended wheel arches, inch alloy wheels and
matte painted front and rear bumpers. The RAV4 Premium is a concept vehicle with Deep
Bronze body color, bumpers in Deep Bronze, chrome-finished spoiler, chrome inserts in the
rear bumper, brushed aluminium skid plates, integrated tailpipe at the rear bumper, inch wheels,
leather interior upholstery designed by Toyota's Kansei design department, seats with black
piping and V-shaped outline, two-tone double stitching and grey and black leather on the
instrument panel and door panels. Both vehicles were unveiled in March at the Geneva Motor
Show. Modifications were made starting in the model year which increased the small overlap
front rating to "good". Since its adoption, the IIHS has noticed several automakers making
non-symmetrical modifications to their vehicles, including the RAV4. Another small overlap test

was conducted on a number of vehicles, including a RAV4, but was conducted on the
passenger side instead. Both 4-cylinder gasoline-powered and gasoline-electric hybrid Hybrid
Synergy Drive variants would remain available. The engine is a 2. It has Multi Terrain Select
providing operators an ability to maximize traction when driving on sand, mud, rock, or dirt. A
7-inch multi-touch screen is available standard with Entune 3. Like most concurrent Toyota
models, it has Toyota Safety Sense 2. Ireland was the first market to release the Hybrid version
of the fifth generation RAV4 with delivery in late December In the United Kingdom, the fifth
generation RAV4 is available exclusively in its hybrid version, either front-wheel drive or with
all-wheel drive. It is available in four gradesâ€”Icon, Design, Excel and Dynamic. The RAV4 was
revived for the Japanese domestic market in , after almost three years of hiatus. The Edge trim
is available with 8-speed automatic transmission. It is produced and sold by FAW Toyota. It is
powered by a differently-tuned 2. It is only sold in Europe. The front fascia harkens back to the
Chevrolet K5 Blazer and the rear is similar to the Cadillac cars of the s. Engine options are 2.
The testers noted "dangerous behavior" on the cone course, and that the electronic stability
control "engaged very late", causing both vehicles to hop up on their outer tires multiple times
during the test. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Compact crossover SUV manufactured
by Toyota. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, front-wheel-drive Front-engine, four-wheel-drive.
November â€” December export November â€” May Japan. Tatsuya Sonoda [60] Yoshikazu
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Compact crossover SUV.
May â€” November â€” present China. Toyota Harrier XU60 Vanguard. December â€” November
â€” China. Toyota New MC platform. November â€” present [59]. Subcompact crossover. RAV4
XA C-HR AX Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Venza AV Venza XU Highlander XU
Compact SUV. FJ Cruiser XJ Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Land Cruiser J Sequoia XK Previa XR
Sienna XL Tacoma N Tundra XK Cami J Rush J Raize A Urban Cruiser. Yaris Cross XP Rush F
Rush Fâ€” Voltz E Corolla Cross XG Blizzard LD Harrier XU Hilux Sport Rider. Land Cruiser
Light J Land Cruiser Prado J Sequoia XK30â€” Mega Cruiser BXD Kei pickup truck. Pixis Truck
Sâ€” Pickup truck. Stout RK Kijang F Kijang pickup F Hilux Nâ€” Hilux AN10â€” Hilux ANâ€”
Tacoma Nâ€” Land Cruiser pickup J Non-Toyota platform. Kei car. Alto Lapin. MR Wagon.
Wagon R. City car. Alto India. Swift Dzire. SX4 sedan. Kei sports car. Kei crossover. Vitara
Brezza. SX4 S-Cross. Mini SUV. Mini MPV. Wagon R Wide. Wagon R Solio. Compact MPV. Every
Landy. Mighty Boy. Subcompact car. Compact car. Mid-size car. Grand Vitara. The newest
model â€” which debuted for the model year â€” completely upended our expectations. We
always knew the RAV4 to be an all-around good pick if you wanted room for five and luggage,
but it rarely evoked any emotion. The redesign brought with it tough exterior styling and an
interior that was significantly more upscale than its predecessor. This is a RAV4 with attitude.
Most RAV4 variants match up with competitors. You have the wallet-friendly model, the top-trim
version loaded with goodies, and several in between. There's also the RAV4 Adventure with
tougher exterior styling and hill descent control, as well as the TRD Off-Road, which adds
all-terrain tires and special suspension tuning. The fifth-generation RAV4 is roughly halfway
through its life cycle, so Toyota might treat the model to an exterior refresh. That said, we
expect the core powertrain lineup and features to remain the same as last year. Even if you stick
to pavement, the RAV4 impresses with its practical cabin and comfortable ride. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years.
Edmunds says. Sponsored cars related to the RAV4. Trending topics in reviews. People who
viewed this also viewed 3. Related RAV4 Articles. Sign Up. Express your sense of style with a
RAV4 Hybrid that fits you best. From a selection of and in. When Equipped With Specific
Headlights. Available on select Toyotas. Screen depiction accurate at time of posting. It's easy
to get where you're going with free voice-guided navigation, live traffic information, lane
guidance and more. Do not use the audio multimedia system if it will distract you. With Alexa,
you can ask to play music, listen to audiobooks, hear the news, check the weather, control
smart home devices, get directions, find parking, and moreâ€”all while you keep your hands on
the wheel and eyes on the road. Alexa lives in the cloud, so she is always getting smarter and
updates are delivered automatically. The more you talk to Alexa , the more she adapts to speech
patterns, vocabulary and personal preferences. Choose from every channel in your vehicle and
enjoy the deepest variety of music, ad-free. Root for your team anywhere you are. Hear all about
your favorite stars and subjects. Every kind of comedy, with something to make you laugh. Get
news from every source. Hear over ad-free Xtra channels of music for any mood, occasion or
activity. You can even access thousands of hours of On Demand shows and performances and
get personalized recommendations. The result: Each passenger can experience music the way
the artist intended them to. More Info. Prototype shown with options. Vehicle shown using
visual effects. Extra-cost color. See RAV4 Hybrid. Swipe to Rotate. Magnetic Gray Metallic. Build
Local Specials. All Gas Hybrid. Preview Features Build Your Own. Explore RAV4 Hybrid. Find
Accessories. Download Brochure. Payment Estimator. Vehicle shown with some accessories
not available from Toyota. Prototype vehicle shown with options using visual effects.
Prototypes shown with options. Read More. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are
compatible, hooked up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional
equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner's
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any
cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. The only way to be certain of your vehicle's
exact curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without passengers or cargo. See Owner's Manual
for limitations. Installation of a tow hitch receiver or other accessories located near the rear
bumper or side-door kick sensors may require disabling or removing the kick sensor, and the
sensor operation setting in your vehicle should be turned off. Water, weather, dirt, and other
conditions also may cause the sensor to not operate properly or to operate unintentionally.
Learn More. Read Info. Enhance driving performance by giving more power to the wheel that
needs it most. One unmistakable spirit, multiple distinct versions. Get ready to impress,
wherever you go. Subtle styling differences add up to a look that's more rugged and purposeful.
Premium materials and a focus on comfort raise the level of refinement, on- or off-road. Open it
up to let all your passengers enjoy the bright sunshine or starry night sky. Available ventilated

and heated front seats cool or warm up on demand. Payment Estimator Use the payment
estimator tool to assess your payment options. The ultimate copilot. Take the simple way there.
Communicate safely on the road ahead. All your music. Beautifully arranged. The perfect
driving companion. Bring your music along for the ride. Let's go places. What is Alexa? Meet
Alexa. Using Alexa. What you love is on now. More ways to listen, everywhere. Watch Video.
Subscribers now get more than ever online and on the app. Amplify your drive. Everything
music should be. Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate
fee for processing, handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these
services is called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the
processing, handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing
structure and may be subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery,
Processing and Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required
equipment. The published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual
dealer price will vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For
more information on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with
time and use. See Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and
maintain your vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available
at time of posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature.
EPA ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from
ToyotaCare for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two
years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance
schedule as described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts
and fluids, except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid
only in the continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in
every city or roadway. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Service may
vary by vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of Use apply. Do not rely exclusively
on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are
limitations to the function, detection and range of the monitor. See Owner's Manual for
additional limitations and details. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may
vary by model, model year or trim. For more details on Top Safety Pick Awards, see All rights
reserved. Android is a trademark of Google, LLC. If you decide to continue service after your
trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be
charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply.

To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All fees and programming subject to change. Not all
vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Current
information and features may not be available in all locations, or on all receivers. Amazon, Alexa
and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon. Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available
for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details. Data charges may apply for certain functions.
Apps, prices and services subject to change at any time without notice. The Toyota model or
models shown are designed to meet most off-road driving requirements, but off-roading is
inherently dangerous and may result in vehicle damage. Toyota encourages responsible
operation to help protect you, your vehicle and the environment. Seatbelts should be worn at all
times. Do not allow passengers to ride in cargo area. Drivers are responsible for their own safe
driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. Vehicle user interface is a
product of Google and its terms and privacy statement apply. To use Android Auto on your
audio display, you'll need an Android Auto compatible vehicle and Android phone. Requires
compatible smartphone connected with an approved data cable into the USB media port, and
data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any
time without notice. Android, Android Auto and Waze are trademarks of Google. Do not exceed
V. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you
have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate
this system. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice. Data charges
may apply. Stolen vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features
may require the Toyota app. Registration required. Subscription required after trial. Service
subject to change at any time without notice. See usage precautions and service limitations in
Owner's Manual and at toyota. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds above 25 mph. Factors
such as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit effectiveness, requiring the driver
to manually operate the high beams. After the trial period expires, enrollment in paid
subscription is required to access the service. Paid subscription required after trial to access
the service. For Toyota hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and fuel cell and battery electric vehicles
beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original date of
first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of
your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details.
Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over your shoulder
and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the function, detection
and range of the system. Do not overload your vehicle. See Owner's Manual for weight limits
and restrictions. When the system is on, Automatic Electric Parking Brake is designed to
automatically engage the Electric Parking Brake under limited conditions. It may not hold the
vehicle under all conditions and does not function when the vehicle is in Reverse. When
engaged, the system will reduce power to help the brakes bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors
including speed, road conditions and driver input can all impact stopping distance. System
effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions. The
Wi-Fi Connect trial begins at the time of activation and expires when 2GB of data is used or
when the 3-month period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is
required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Destination Assist depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength
and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system ability functionality or
availability. Use common sense when relying on this information. Services subject to change at
any time without notice. See Owner's Manual and toyota. Phone performance depends on
software, coverage and carrier. When using the wireless charging system, avoid placing metal
objects between the wireless charger and the mobile device when charging is active. Doing so
may cause metal objects to become hot and could cause burns. Emission coverages vary under
Federal and California regulations. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
Always properly secure cargo and cargo area. This device is not a substitute for safe and
attentive driving practices. It is the driver's responsibility to maintain a lookout for pedestrians,
cyclists, other cars and objects, and to drive the vehicle in a safe and attentive manner to avoid
making contact. Date and mileage limitations refer to whichever occurs first from the date of
purchase. Warranty coverage is subject to other terms and conditions. Payload Capacity is the
calculation of GVWR minus curb weight and should be used for comparison purposes only. The
maximum amount of passenger and cargo weight your vehicle can carry is the Load Carrying
Capacity indicated on the label s on the driver's doorjamb. Vehicles with manual transmission
have regular DRCC. For additional assistance contact the Toyota Customer Experience Center
at The Toyota Remote Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view
of the rear area of the vehicle and you should also look around the vehicle, using mirrors to

confirm rearward clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness and view may
become obscured. Downhill Assist Control is designed to help driver maintain vehicle control
and speed on steep, downhill descents and is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and
practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can affect the
DAC's ability to prevent loss of control. Effectiveness is dependent on road, weather, vehicle
and sign conditions. Use common sense when using RSA and do not drive distracted. The Wi-Fi
Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the date of activation. ToyotaCare covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. The
Pre-Collision System PCS with Pedestrian Detection PD is designed to determine if impact is
imminent and help reduce impact speed and damage in certain frontal collisions involving a
vehicle or a pedestrian. System effectiveness depends on many factors, such as speed, size
and position of pedestrian and weather, light and road conditions. Eligible vehicle and wireless
service required. Coverage and service not available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do
not drive distracted. Go to att. Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported
using in-vehicle connectivity. Apps and services subject to change at any time without notice.
Always look around outside the vehicle and use mirrors to confirm clearance. Certain vehicle
and environmental factors, including an object or vehicle's shape, size and composition, may
affect the system's effectiveness. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read
visible lane markers under certain conditions. It provides a visual and audible alert, and slight
steering force when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a
substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including
road, weather and vehicle conditions. Lane Tracing Assist LTA is designed to read visible lane
markers and detect other vehicles under certain conditions. It is only operational when DRCC is
engaged. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain
vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive driving
practices. Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and driver steering input can all
affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The Service Connect trial
period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle.
After the respective trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access
the service. Airbag systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate
only under certain conditions and in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of
injury from an inflating airbag, always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as
far back as possible. Do not put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use
a rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to
help minimize backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment
and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect
whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The engine immobilizer is a
state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your key into the ignition
switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can
help or go to The Dynamic Navigation three year trial period begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and
begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Tire Pressure Monitor
System alerts the driver when tire pressure is critically low. For optimal tire wear and
performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the
monitor system. Use only if aware of circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe
to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular
connection, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit
system functionality and availability. Registration and Toyota app download required. The
Bird's-Eye-View Camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the
vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm
surrounding clearance. Brake Assist is designed to help the driver take advantage of ABS and
is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Braking effectiveness also depends on proper
vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions. EV Mode lets you operate solely on battery
power at low speeds for short distances and in limited circumstances, such as in a parking
garage. Different conditions may prevent or limit usage. See your Owner's Manual for
limitations and details. Connected Services depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, all of which can limit system functionality or availability, including access to
response center and emergency support. See toyota. Information provided is based on the last
time data was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. Service Connect depends
on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal
strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit functionality or

availability. Terms and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. Requires adequate
cellular coverage and GPS signal strength. May not work in all areas. See Toyota Dealer for
details and exclusions. When the system is on, Brake Hold is designed to keep the brakes
engaged after the driver brings the vehicle to a complete stop. It may not hold the vehicle under
certain conditions and does not function when the vehicle is in Reverse. Brake Hold is not a
substitute for safe and attentive driving. Sway Warning is designed to provide a visual and
audible alert if it detects a pattern of vehicle movement that might indicate driver inattention or
drowsiness. Data usage applies. Coverage not available everywhere; see vzw. See
verizonwireless. Other terms apply. Verizon Wireless data subscription required upon end of
6-month trial period or use of 2 GB data whichever comes first. Subject to smartphone
connectivity and capability. App download required. Apps, prices and services vary by phone
carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Skills and services subject to
change at any time without notice. Apple and the Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc.
Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic rules. This list represents the phones that
have been tested for compatibility with Vehicle Bluetooth and Entune App Suite features to
date. Test results are valid as of the date noted, using the specified versions of the Audio
Multimedia System, App Suite and Operating Systems. This list will be updated on an on-going
basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If you do not find your phone on this list,
please refer to Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic
conditions at all times. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges.
Always focus on the road while driving. See apple. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
chevy camaro radio
intertherm furnace wiring diagrams
1984 toyota 22r carburetor
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

